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We investigate the properties of interacting electrons in a parabolic confinement. To this
end we numerically diagonalize the Hamiltonian using the Hartree-Fock based diagonalization method which is related to the configuration interaction approach. We study different
types of interactions, Coulomb as weil as short range. In addition to the ground stare energy we calculate the spatial charge distribution and compare the results to those of the
classical calculation. We find that a sufflciently strang screened Coulomb interaction produces energy level bunching for classical aswell as for quantum-mechanical dots. Bunching
in the quantum-mechanical system occurs due to an interplay of kinetic and iIJteraction
energy, moreover, it is observed weil before reaching the limit of a Wigner crystal. It
also turns out that the shell structure of classical and quantum mechanical spatial charge
distributions is quite similar.

1. Introduction
Nanostructuredelectronic systemslike quantum wells,quantum wires, or quantum dots are
olle of the most active areas of researchin todays condensedmatter physics. On the Olle
hand they are of fundamentalinterest, allowing the fabrication and investigationof artificial
atoms, moleculesand even solidswith well-definedand highly adjustableproperties. On the
other hand, they are of immediateimportance to applications,e.g. electronicdevices. The
problemof interactingelectronsin a parabolicconfinementpotential is Olleof the paradigmatic
examplesin this field. It has attracted c~siderable attention recently,both from experiment
and from theory. Experimentson parabolic quantum dots! have revealedpeculiar properties
of such systems,in particular the "bunching" of energylevels. This meansthat at certain
gate voltagestwo or more electronsenter the dot simultaneouslycorrespondingto a negative
chemicalpotential. This is in contradictionto the pictureof single-particleenergylevelsplus a
homogeneous
chargingenergy.To understandtheseproperties,first a modelof classicalpoint
chargesin a parabolicpotential wasinvestigated.2It wasfound that the systemdisplaysa shell
structure which is essentiallyindependentof the type of interaction. However,the oppositeis
true für the additionenergies:For Coulombinteractionthe shellstructureis nearlyunimportant
while a short-rangeinteraction leadsto fluctuations in the addition energieswhich can give rise
to level bunching.
The approximationof electronsby classicalpoint chargesbecomesexactin the zero-density
limit, hut in the experiments!the density is rather high, and the systemis likely to be in the
Fermi liquid regime.Thereforea quantum-mechanical
investigationis necessary.
However,the
interacting many-particleproblemis not exactly solvable,and numericalcalculationsbeyond
the Hartree-Fock(HF) level are complicatedsincethe dimensionof the many-particleHilbert
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space grows exponentially with the number of particles. Recently, a multilevel blocking MonteCarlo method was used to investigate the crossover between the Fermi liquid and Wigner crystal
regimes.3
In this paper we investigate the problem of interacting electrons in a parabolic confinement
using the Hartree-Fock based diagonalization (HFD) method4 which is related to the quantum
chemical configuration interaction approach. The paper is organized as folIows: In section 2
we define the model Hamiltonian and describe our method, and the results are presented in
section 3.

2. Model and Method
In the experimentsthe parabolicquantumdot is formed in the two-dimensionalelectrongasat
a GaAs/AlGaAs interface. Thus, the confinementin lateral direction is very strongwhile the
muchweaker,approximatelyparabolicconfinementin the layer is producedby a gate voltage.
We model this situation by consideringa system of electronsin two dimensionsin a parabolic
confinementinteracting via a screenedCoulomb potential (in the experimentsscreeningis
producedby the gate). The Hamiltonianreads
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The problem containsthree lengthscales,the oscillator length scale,lo = (n/rruu)l/2, the Bohr
radius of the hOBt,ao = n2fÖ/me2,
and the screeninglength, Kal. Rescalingalllengths by lo,
and defining a = lo/ ao, ko = Ko lo leadsto
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A value of a = 0 corresponds to non-interacting
electrons, experimentally
realistic values of a
are around 1...10. A numerically exact solution of this quantum many-particle system requires
the diagonalization of a matrix whose dimension increases exponentially with the number of
particles in the dot. Trus severely limits the possible particle numbers. In order to calculate
the properties of this model we therefore use the HFD method.4 The basic idea is to work in
a truncated Hilbert space consisting of the HF ground state and the low-Iying excited Slater
states. For each disorder configuration three steps are performed: (i) find the HF solution of
the problem, (ii) determine the B Slater states with the lowest energies, and (iii) calculate and
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix in the $ubspace spanned by these states. The number B
of basis states determines the quality of the approximation, reasonable values have to be found
empirically. For the results reported hefe we have worked in aplane wave basis with up to 961
k-points. This leads to accurate results für non-interacting electrons, the relative energy error
is smaller than 10-9 für up to 20 electrons and smaller than 10-6 für up to 50 electrons. The
truncated many-particleHilbert spaceusedin the HFD method consistedof up to B = 4000
Slater states.
3. Results
We have first carried out calculations für classical point charges (which corresponds to neglecting
the gradient term in eq. (2)). Here the ground state is determined simply by minimizing the
total energy with respect to the positions of the point charges in the dot. Figure l(a) shows
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Fig. 1. (a) Addition spectrum for a system of classical point charges. (b) Real
space configurations of the charges, the upper two configurations for 12 and
19 electrons are for unscreenedinteraction (a = 4, ko = 0), the lowertwo are
for a = 4 and ko = 1.

the resulting addition energies,uN= EN - EN-l and the correspondingconfigurationsof the
point chargesin real spate. While ,uNgenerallyincreaseswith N, it decreases
tor someN. H
,uN> ,uN+l two electronswill enter the dot simultaneouslyif the gate voltagereaches,uN,i.e.
the system showsbunching. Figure l(b) showsthe sensitivity of the real spateconfigurations
to screeningby comparingthe chargeconfigurationstor screenedand unscreened
interactions.
It i~ clear that the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian which was neglectedin the
classic&lcalculations will havea tendencyto suppressthe energyfluctuations connectedwith
different real spate configurations. As a first checkwe comparethe radial chargedensitiesof
the classicaland quantum-mechanical
calculationsin Figure2. For the classicalcasethe point
chargesare replaced by Gaussianswhosewidth is half the minimum particle distance. The
qualitative shell structures of the two systemsare very similar. The kinetic energyleadsto a
slightly wider chargecloud in the quantum case.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the classical and quantum-mechanical results for the
radial charge densities for a quantum dot with 12 electrons, full spin-polarized
case, S= 6.
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Fig. 3. Addition energies for the quantum-mechanical csse, a = 2, ~ = 1,

spin-polarized
case,S=N/2.
In Figures 3 and 4 we present the addition energies and the radial charge distribution for
quantum-mechanical electrons in the fully spin polarized case S = N /2, respectively. The
parametersa = 2 and ko = 1 are chosen to roughly correspond to the experimentsl while
the number of electrollS we simulate in the dot is almost Olle order of magnitude smaller.
Figure 4 shows, that the charge distribution in the dot sometimes completely reorganizes
when an electron is added. However, the fluctuations in the ground state energies caused by
these reorganizatiollS are not strong enough to lead to bunching as can be seen from Figure
3. The addition energies are rather dominated by the single-particle levels which possessthe
degeneracies due to rotational symmetry. However, ifthe interaction becomes larger, bunching
can be observed already for the small electron numbers accessible in our simulation, as can be
seen from Figure 5.
For a direct comparison of our results with the experiment our calculations have to be

Fig. 4. Radial charge distribution for the quantum-mechanical case, a = 2,
kIJ

= 1, spin-polarized
case,S=N/2.
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Fig. 5. Addition energiesfür a quantum-mechanical dot with strong interactions, full spin-polarized case

extended to larger electron numbers. Furthermore, the spin degrees of freedom which have
been suppressed in our calculations so far, probably play an important role. In particular, the
spin structure will also change with increasing particle number. This leads to larger fluctuations
in the ground state energy and enhancesthe possibility of bunching. Investigations along these
lines are underway.
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